Abstract: We investigate the English verbs climb and cut, cited as counterexamples to manner/result complementarity: the proposal that verbs lexicalize either manner or result meaning components, but not both. Once their lexicalized meaning is identified and distinguished from contextually determined elements of meaning, cut and climb conform to manner/result complementarity. We show that cut is basically a result verb, with a prototypical manner often inferred. However, as it lexicalizes a result prototypically brought about in a certain manner, some uses simply lexicalize this manner. Crucially, in manner uses, the result component drops out, consistent with manner/result complementarity. In contrast, climb is essentially a manner verb. Once its lexicalized manner is accurately identified and distinguished from meaning contributed by context, the upward direction associated with many uses can be shown to arise from inference. However, climb has some restricted uses which lexicalize a result. Importantly, on these uses, the manner component is lost. With both verbs, then, the manner-only and result-only uses instantiate different, though related, senses of the relevant verb, with each sense conforming to manner/result complementarity.
Manner/Result Complementarity: A Constraint on Verb Meaning?
What belongs in the meaning of a verb? Certainly, the meaning of a verb determines the range of situations in the world that it can be used to describe; however, when a verb is used in a sentence describing an event, it is only one element in that description, with other elements in the sentence contributing to the description of the event as well. How, then, can we determine what the verb contributes-that is, what is truly the verb's own meaning? It is not easy to tease the exact contribution of the verb apart from the contribution of other sentential elements such as the verb's arguments since we typically do not think of a verb outside of sentences which describe prototypical events associated with that verb. We believe, however, that it is indeed possible to distinguish facets of meaning which are strictly contributed by the verb from other facets of meaning which may be derived either by the choice of argument or from particular or prototypical uses of that verb in context. We refer to the former as elements of LEXICALIZED MEANING, taken to comprise a verb's core meaning. We suggest that the criterion for lexicalized meaning is constancy of entailment across all uses of a verb. Crucially, a verb's lexicalized meaning is to be distinguished from additional facets of meaning that can be inferred from a particular use of that verb in context and from the choice of noun phrases serving as arguments of the verb.
The notion of lexicalized meaning can perhaps be best understood by considering an example. The verb open specifies a change of state that an entity undergoes, but the precise change is not fully determined by the verb itself; rather, it depends on the choice of object as well. Opening a jar or a bottle means removing its lid or cap, while opening a door or window means moving the door or window so that the aperture it is blocking is now unblocked (see Levison 1993 on opening containers vs. conduits). These variations in the precise change described, however, are not part of what is lexicalized by open. What this verb lexicalizes is removing an obstruction to allow access to a formerly inaccessible space, but exactly how the obstruction is removed varies depending on the actual physical object involved.
Once lexicalized meaning is distinguished from nonlexicalized meaning, it becomes possible to unify under a single sense of a verb uses which are attached to rather different real world events. If this distinction is not made, however, it may become necessary to posit considerable polysemy in the lexicon. We assume, however, that natural language tries to minimize polysemy. That is, in the default, a verb should have a single sense, and concomitantly what it lexicalizes should be kept constant across all its uses. Although this assumption may turn out to be incorrect, we believe that it is desirable to use it as a starting point because it forces us to ask whether what appear to be two distinct senses of a verb actually are two instantiations of a single sense.
Distinguishing a word's lexicalized meaning from those facets of meaning attributable to context will prove to be worthwhile if it allows the statement of generalizations inherent in the lexicon and its interfaces with other components of grammar. In this paper, we present a relevant case study. In Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1991, 2006) we make an observation about the distribution of certain types of lexicalized meaning across verbs.
(1) MANNER/RESULT COMPLEMENTARITY: Manner and result meaning components are in complementary distribution: a verb lexicalizes only one.
In Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2010: 25) , we suggest that this complementarity follows from the way roots are associated with event schemas-predicate decomposition representations of verb meanings. Specifically, we propose that a verb root can only be associated with a single position in an event schema, and since manner and result roots are associated with distinct positions, manner/result complementarity must follow. 1 We also propose that the notions of scalar and nonscalar change can be used to identify manner and result meaning components; see section 2.
In this paper, we do not explore the origins of manner/result complementarity; rather, we focus on counterexamples cited in the literature. We demonstrate how carefully distin-guishing lexicalized meaning from other facets of meaning that are determined by context is crucial to understanding how the verbs which have been cited as counterexamples to manner/result complementarity turn out not be so. In particular, we look at two English verbs, climb and cut.
In section 3, we show that when lexicalized and nonlexicalized meaning components are distinguished, cut turns out to be basically a result verb. The result it lexicalizes is typically brought about in a certain manner, and the verb, in some uses, lexicalizes this manner. Crucially, in these manner uses, the result component drops out. This distribution of meaning components is expected if manner/result complementarity holds, but not otherwise. We show in section 5 that this phenomenon is not restricted to cut. It is important to note that such manner-only uses need to be recognized as instantiations of a different, though related, sense of the verb. Thus, while our approach to distinguishing lexicalized from nonlexicalized elements of meaning allows us to unify different uses of a verb under a single sense, it also allows us to appropriately identify those instances in which a verb does indeed have more than one sense: precisely when there is no element of meaning which is constant across all uses. Although we do recognize polysemy in certain instances, it is possible to delineate the circumstances which give rise to such polysemy, thus contributing to a better understanding of just how polysemy arises.
In section 4, we show that climb is essentially a manner verb and the result-upward direction-said to be understood in some of its uses is not lexicalized, but is inferred due to the nature of its lexicalized manner. As we discuss, climb's lexicalized manner has often been misidentified in the past; however, once its meaning is properly identified and the contribution of the context to the interpretation of particular uses is clearly delineated, it becomes clear that climb does not lexicalize a result along with the manner. However, just as cut has some uses where the manner becomes lexicalized and the result meaning component is lost, so too climb has a restricted set of uses in which the result is lexicalized, but with the manner component being lost. Thus, we recognize a limited degree of polysemy here as well.
Manners, Results and the Relation Between Them
To set the stage, we elaborate on the importance of distinguishing lexicalized from inferred meaning in the context of manner and result. A careful study of the English verb lexicon reveals that within particular semantic domains there can be verbs that describe bringing about results and others that describe carrying out activities-manners of doing. Often verbs specify results brought about using a conventionally associated manner, but do not strictly entail the manner. Similarly, the actions characterized by the particular manners denoted by other verbs are typically performed to bring about a conventionally associated result state, but the verbs do not entail this result. These points are illustrated in (2).
(2) a. I just wiped the table, but it's still dirty/sticky/covered in crumbs.
b.
I cleaned the dress by soaking it in hot water/pouring bleach over it/saying "abracadabra".
Since the entailed meaning is what is lexicalized and the conventionally associated meaning is not, these observations suggest manner/result complementarity is a hallmark of verb meanings. 2 The observation that manner/result complementarity is manifested in the verb lexicon can be turned into an empirical claim only if we can provide clear and testable criteria for the notions of manner and result. In Levin & Rappaport Hovav (2006) and Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2010) , we suggest that result roots specify scalar changes and manner roots specify nonscalar changes. This proposal is motivated by the observation that manner/result complementarity is most obviously manifested in two domains: change of state verbs and motion verbs. In each domain, there are result verbs-verbs denoting a change of state, as in (3a), or motion in a specified direction, as in (3b). 2 We distinguish between what we term a verb's 'contextually associated' meaning and its 'conventionally associated' meaning. We use the first term to refer to those elements of a verb's meaning that are understood from its use in a particular sentence, derived from the specific arguments it takes in the sentence and also from the more general discourse context in which the sentence is used. We intend the second term to refer to those inferences that are associated with a sentence using that verb outside of any particular context. A verb's conventionally associated meaning is essentially that represented by a prototypical instance of the event described by the verb, such as opening a can opener with a can-opener rather than, say, by poking holes around the top with some sharp-bladed instrument or cleaning a floor with a broom or mop rather than, say, by reciting a magic spell. As Rosch (1978:43) points out, prototypes are essentially a reflection of our default expectations in a particular context. Thus, the two notions "conventionally associated" and "contextually associated" are ultimately related. scalar change and lexically entail an associated scale (e.g., Beavers 2008 , Borer 2005 , Hay, Kennedy & Levin 1999 , Kennedy & Levin 2008 , Krifka 1998 , Ramchand 1997 , Rappaport Hovav 2008 , Tenny 1994 . With directed motion verbs, the contiguous points making up the path of motion constitute a scale, with the ordering relation defined by the direction of motion; the order can be fully lexicalized in the verb, or determined in conjunction with an external reference point. Scalar change can be contrasted with nonscalar change, which does not involve a directed change or ordering relation; manner verbs lexicalize nonscalar changes. Manner/result complementarity, then, becomes a claim that the lexicalization of a scalar change is in complementary distribution with the lexicalization of a nonscalar change; see Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2010) for further discussion.
Putative Counterexamples to Manner/Result Complementarity
Despite the pervasiveness of manner/result complementarity, apparent counterexamples are raised in the literature (Cifuentes Ferez 2007 :122, Goldberg 2010 :48-49, Koontz-Garboden & Beavers 2010 , Mateu & Acedo-Matellán 2011 , Zlatev & Yangklang 2004 . They call into question whether manner/result complementarity is indeed the consequence of a lexicalization constraint, rather than just a tendency regarding verb meanings. Space considerations prevent us from dealing with all the counterexamples that have been mentioned in the literature. 3 Rather, we now carefully examine two distinct counterexamples. In the next section we examine a potential counterexample from the change of state domain, the English verb cut, and in the following section we examine a potential counterexample from the directed motion domain, the English verb climb. In each instance, we suggest that distinguishing between lexicalized and contextually derived meaning provides the appropriate basis for understanding the behavior of the verb. Guerssel et al. (1985) and Levin (1993:8) provide the verb cut with a meaning which includes both manner and result meaning components. If the definition they suggest is accurate, then the verb constitutes a counter example to manner/result complementarity. Intuitively, this suggestion makes sense as the event described involves the production of an incision with clean edges, which requires the use of an appropriate instrument, which is usually manipulated in a particular way. To capture this insight, Guerssel et al. propose that the lexical conceptual representation for the verb cut is as in (5). (5) cut LCS: x produce CUT on y, by sharp edge coming into contact with y (Guerssel et al. 1985:51, (11)) Several types of evidence can be cited to support the claim that cut is a result verb. First, its zero-related nominal, a cut, refers only to a result, a property cut shares with other result verbs, as in (6). In contrast, nominals zero-related to clear manner verbs, as in (7), lack a result interpretation; they necessarily refer to the action and not the physical result of the action, which can be perceived in some instances, but only after the action is over.
A Potential Counterexample from the Change of State Domain
(give it) a wipe, (give it) a kick, (go for) a walk/run Nevertheless, there is also reason to claim that cut is a manner verb. It is found in the conative construction, as in (8) Taken together, the evidence cited suggests that cut lexicalizes both manner and result. Nevertheless, we argue that cut does indeed conform to manner/result complementarity: it lexicalizes a notion of result in most uses, but has some uses where it lexicalizes a notion of manner; thus, we claim it lacks uses which simultaneously lexicalize both manner and result. If we are correct, then, any single use of cut meets the lexicalization constraint.
Our discussion will also clarify the conditions which give rise to a verb which has uses lexicalizing different meaning components.
First, we show that in its basic use cut lexicalizes only a result-a clean separationdespite the evidence cited above that it lexicalizes manner. Our strategy is to show that the manner component is inferred and not lexicalized. Although a cutting event is usually understood as being brought about by the use of a sharp-edged instrument, this perception is due to the nature of the lexicalized result state; the instrument is not lexicalized in the meaning of the verb. 4 An examination of cutting events shows that cut specifies neither the instrument, nor the action that the instrument is involved in; specifically, an agent need not wield the instrument. This insight is reflected in Bohnemeyer's discussion of the meaning of cut and similar verbs:
(11) "Cut verbs, too, are rather flexible about the action performed and the instrument used (I can cut an orange using anything from a knife or axe to a metal string or laser beam, and I can do it by bringing the blade to bear on the fruit or by dropping the fruit onto the blade from sufficient height)." (Bohnemeyer 2007:159) What emerges from this quote is that the verb supports a wide range of actions on the part of the agent in performing an event of cutting. 5 As mentioned, a hallmark of manner verbs is their lack of anticausative uses, and indeed, cut usually is not found in anticausative uses. However, despite received wisdom such uses may be found, as in (12). (12) Most likely, the anticausative uses of cut were overlooked as most instances of cutting such as those involving food-the patient in most linguistic examples-violate a constraint on anticausatives: the event must happen without the agent's continued involvement (Haspelmath 1993 , Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995 ).
(13) * The bread cut. (cf. The waiter cut the bread.)
As we elaborate in Rappaport Hovav & Levin (in press), the conditions allowing an anticausative use of a verb are not determined purely by its lexical properties, but also depend on properties of the event described in a sentence with the verb. Drawing on this study, we propose that (13) is not ruled out due to lexical properties of cut, but rather because it is not an appropriate description of an event in which bread is cut. That is, the verb itself does not specify the particular kind of action which brings about a cut; rather, this action is more or less dictated by the choice of argument as direct object. An anticausative use of cut is available precisely when the event involves a theme which can be cut without requiring the continued involvement of an agent. Most often, such instances involve a taut rope-like entity which snaps (cuts) with a clean separation under extreme tension. Since such uses of the verb need not involve the activity of an agent at all, there is certainly no manner component: the verb's meaning involves only a notion of result. 6
Summarizing, we have shown that in its basic use, the verb cut lexicalizes a result. For this reason, it has a result meaning for its zero-derived noun, like other result verbs, is compatible with a range of actions on the part of the associated agent, and can display an anticausative use with the right choice of argument. Therefore, the specifications of manner which are understood with result uses of the verb do not arise from the lexicalized meaning of the verb, but rather are inferred from context.
Although we have argued that in its basic transitive use cut does not strictly lexicalize a manner, some instances of this verb necessarily involve a particular manner. It is striking, however, that in such examples, the verb does not entail any result. This happens when the verb is in the conative construction, as in (14). This and comparable examples crucially do not entail a result, but simply the handling of a sharp-bladed instrument in the way necessary to fulfill its intended use. In examples such as these, there is no entailment that a cut was actually made, though the sentence may be used to describe such a situation.
In fact, studies of the conative construction propose that it is licensed by motion and contact meaning components (e.g., Goldberg 1995 :63-64, Guerssel et al. 1985 :59, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1991 :135, van der Leek 1996 -i.e. some type of manner-and, indeed, as just mentioned, in the conative cut entails handling a sharp instrument in a particular way. Although as cited above, Bohnemeyer (2007:159) notes that cut an orange can be used when "dropping the fruit onto the blade from sufficient height", this scenario, which does not involve actually wielding as instrument, cannot be described by cut at an orange, even if an orange were repeatedly dropped. Thus, the conative uses of cut are consistent with the lexicalization constraint: they involve a specific manner-motion and contact-but not a result meaning component.
Thus, we suggest that cut has a manner use and a result use, with no meaning component constant across both. Crucially, as our examination of the conative examples shows, when cut encodes the manner, the result is no longer entailed, as predicted by the lexicalization constraint. 7 Equally significant, to date our corpus investigations of conative uses of cut have not uncovered any examples where the action of cutting is carried out by a machine. It seems to us that a machine can "cut at" only if it is designed to perform the same form of motion and contact that a person does.
What allows cut to have a manner use? We suggest that it is so strongly associated with a particular way of handling a specific type of instrument that it is sometimes used to encode a manner. Prototypical cutting events involve instruments such as knives and scissors, which are associated with a specific type of action when they are manipulated. When there is a tight association between a result and the manner in which it is brought about, the relevant result verb may take on a second, manner sense.
Summarizing, the verb cut is associated with a conventional manner of bringing about the result it lexicalizes; consequently, it can lexicalize the manner, giving rise to a new sense associated with this word. When this happens, the result meaning component drops out, and the verb can then appear in the conative construction. That the manner is entailed only when the result component of meaning drops out is strong evidence for the manner/result complementarity hypothesis.
A Potential Counterexample from the Motion Domain
An even more widely discussed potential counterexample to manner/result complementarity exists in the motion domain: the English verb climb. It has been claimed that this verb expresses both manner ('clambering') and direction ('upward') in some uses (Fillmore 1982 :32, Jackendoff 1985 . Thus, in (15), Kelly is understood to be using her limbs to pull her body upward along the trunk of the tree. 7 A question that arises is whether there are transitive uses of cut which illustrate its manner sense. A reviewer suggests that Terry cut a hole in the ice might exemplify such a use. In fact, in this example the object is not nonsubcategorized by cut, a property which we take to be a hallmark of manner verbs (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998) . We leave it for future research to determine whether this example truly instantiates a transitive manner use. If such uses turn out not to exist, their absence will need an explanation.
(15) Kelly climbed the tree.
Despite the example in (15) in which manner and direction appear to be jointly entailed, Kiparsky (1997:490) argues, as we do, that particular uses of the verb climb lexicalize only one meaning component-either manner or direction. He formulates a lexicalization constraint similar to ours in (1), and as support for it, he notes that climb displays what he calls "disjunctive meaning": although the concept of climbing includes both a notion of direction ('upward') and a notion of manner ('clambering'), any single use of the verb involves only one of these. As an illustration, he gives (16), claiming that in (16a) only manner is lexicalized and in (16b) only direction is lexicalized.
(16) a.
John climbed down the mountain.
The train climbed up the mountain.
In (16a) not only is the direction specified outside of the verb, but this direction is downward; therefore, unlike in (15), upwardness cannot be part of the verb's meaning in this example, suggesting that here direction is not lexicalized in the verb. Further support is provided in (17), where still other directions are expressed outside the verb.
(17) a. Kelly climbed through the gap in the hedge.
Pat climbed under the wire fence.
As trains are inanimate, they lack the limbs needed to clamber; thus, climb must lexicalize direction only in (16b). Such direction only uses would set this verb apart from most other manner of motion verbs (e.g., crawl, jog, limp, ride, run, swim, trudge). Further evidence that in some instances climb must contribute direction comes from examples as in (18). (18) As Jackendoff (1985:275) notes, despite the lack of an overt indication of direction, the motion in these examples is still understood as upward, and, again, planes, elevators, and smoke, like trains, lack the limbs needed to clamber.
Although there are undoubtedly manner-only and direction-only uses of climb, any account of this verb must deal with sentences such as (15), in which manner and direction appear to be jointly entailed. Kiparsky does not make reference to such sentence types in arguing for disjunctive meaning, though others have used such sentences to argue against manner/result complementarity (Fillmore 1982 :32, Jackendoff 1985 . Therefore, we examine climb more closely in an attempt to account for all the sentence types.
We will, as mentioned in section 1, argue that a closer examination of climb suggests that in its basic use this verb lexicalizes manner and not direction, and, furthermore, that the lexicalized manner is not 'clambering', but rather, as Geuder & Weisgerber (2008) argue, 'force exertion against gravity'. Given this reidentification of the manner, we argue that the examples in (16b) and (18), though purported to lexicalize direction only, actually lexicalize manner only. Again following Geuder & Weisgerber, we argue that in (15), the verb lexicalizes manner and not direction as well. Like them, we claim that the nature of the lexicalized manner allows it to be associated with a default direction of motion. It is this association, most likely, that has made it difficult to determine precisely which meaning components are lexicalized in some uses of climb.
Finally, we point out in section 5.4 that previous work has been correct in identifying uses of climb that lexicalize direction only, but we propose that they are the uses found in sentences like The temperature climbed. As we discuss, these uses represent the inverse of the phenomenon illustrated with cut: climb basically encodes a manner, which has a contextually determined direction; consequently, it can acquire a second use in which the default direction is lexicalized and the manner is not. Fillmore (1982:32) and Jackendoff (1985:276) describe the manner that climb lexicalizes as 'clambering': using the hands and feet to propel one's body. Since this manner involves the limbs, uses of climb predicated of either animate or inanimate entities that lack limbs should lexicalize direction, i.e. upwardness, only. This prediction is taken to explain the contrast in (19). Upward direction is understood in (19a) because direction is lexicalized, and since it is upwardness that is lexicalized, it cannot be denied, explaining the unacceptability of (19b).
The Manner Lexicalized by climb
However, as Geuder & Weisgerber (2008; Geuder 2009 ) point out, there are uses of climb with a downward direction expressed outside the verb that are predicated of inanimate entities lacking hands and feet and, thus, unable to clamber. Our own explorations suggest that sufficient examples of this kind are attested that they need to be included in any analysis of climb.
Since the direction is specified as downward in such examples, and this direction is not compatible with the direction that the verb is purported to lexicalize, Geuder & Weisberger suggest that even with inanimate themes, climb can lexicalize a manner. If so, the characterization of the manner cannot, as Fillmore and Jackendoff suggest, involve a particular movement of limbs. Rather, these examples support Geuder & Weisberger's proposal that the manner is 'force exertion against gravity'. 8 On this analysis, when the motion is downward, climb is still applicable if there is "the presence of an upward force on certain points of the path", manifested in "controlled, stepwise descent" (Geuder & Weisgerber 2008:26) . That is, in these instances, climbing is what allows downward movement without falling. This characterization of the manner component of climb's meaning better captures the actual range of uses of this verb, including its applicability to certain types of downward motion: these uses, like the upward uses of climb, require motion that resists the pull of gravity.
If climb's meaning encodes a manner which allows movement via force exertion in order to resist the pull of gravity, it lexicalizes neither clambering, nor upward movement. Rather, since the prototypical climbers are animates (humans and mammals), the prototypical instantiation of the manner is clambering. Clambering is the way in which humans move when they are in physical contact with a reference object and trying to move along it against the pull of gravity. 9 This prototypical instantiation has been taken to be the manner that climb lexicalizes. Mammals like cats and squirrels, which use their limbs to move upward along some object against gravity, also are said to climb. More important, even animals that lack limbs can also climb as long as they are able to move along a surface in a manner that exerts a force against gravity. Thus, despite Fillmore's (1982:32) claim to the contrary, snails can indeed climb, as in (23), and, in fact, there is even research into the climbing behavior of snails (McBride & Henry 1989) . (23) Because the motion is understood as upward in the examples in (23), it could be argued that in them climb lexicalizes upward motion only and not a manner; however, there are also examples where snails climb in directions other than upward, as in (24). (24) These examples show without a doubt that climb in its manner use can be predicated of entities which lack arms and legs.
Furthermore, machines such as cars, planes, and elevators can all be said to climb in that they are designed to move against the force of gravity because of their engines and possibly other design features; however, since they do not have limbs, they do not instantiate such motion by clambering. Yet another example noted by Geuder & Weisberger is a balloon, which can climb because being lighter than air its buoyancy exerts an upward force. Thus, although it is possible to identify a unified manner across the range of themes found with climb, as Geuder & Weisberger also point out, this manner is instantiated in various ways because each type of theme has its own way of exerting a force against the pull of gravity. The many apparent instantiations of climbing can be likened to the many instantiations of opening; as we noted in section 1, the result state that constitutes being open depends on what is being opened.
Where Does the Inference of Upwardness Come From?
If climb indeed lexicalizes manner in uses previously said to lexicalize direction, why is it that an upward direction is understood in so many uses of climb-perhaps so strongly that it explains why climb has been said to lexicalize direction? The reason, we propose, is that there is a default association of this manner and upward direction. Geuder (2009:132) elaborates on this, noting that there is a directional meaning component associated with climb's manner, independent of the overall direction of displacement of the theme. As he writes, the manner involves "a force oriented vertically and opposed to gravity" (Geuder 2009:132 ; translated from French by BL). Further, as Geuder continues, "climb in an upward direction can designate a continuous movement (because the displacement always accords with the manner), while the process designated by climb in a downward direction must take place in stages (because a section of a descent must be inserted between each pair of points of contact with vertical support)" (2009:133; translated by BL). It is this difference that is behind the inference of upwardness in the absence of contextual cues to the contrary. The presence of an upward force in climb's manner is consistent with movement in an upward direction, though context may provide evidence that the motion is in some other direction. Thus, in (25a) motion on a jungle gym (or monkey bars) is in just about any direction, while in (25b), the motion need not be upward, but simply over a rugged terrain requiring the relevant manner of motion.
(25) a.
The children climbed on the jungle gym all afternoon. b.
The backpackers climbed all day.
Transitive climb Does Not Lexicalize Direction
Having clarified the nature of climb's manner component of meaning, we turn now to the transitive uses of climb such as in (15), repeated as (26), which must be understood as describing a scenario that involves both a clambering manner and upward motion. Indeed, as noted, the verb climb has been said to lexicalize both manner and direction in such examples.
(26) Kelly climbed the tree.
The question, then, is whether such examples are truly a problem for manner/result complementarity? We propose that the transitive uses of climb ONLY lexicalize manner, where the manner again is force exertion against gravity. We suggest that the understood direction of motion in transitive uses arises contextually from the interaction of the manner, the nature of the reference object (e.g., the tree in (26)), and the intention of the agent. As we show, the understanding of a particular direction of motion associated with uses of climb with a reference object is just one instance of a more general phenomenon attested with manner of motion verbs taking reference object and agent arguments.
If the upward direction understood in (26) were attributable to the verb, then every instance of transitive climb should also be understood as involving upward motion, no matter what the reference object. However, although the direction of motion is understood as upward in (26), it is clearly not so in all transitive uses of climb. This means that the upward direction must not be lexicalized in (26), but rather must arise from the context. In the next two examples, the context makes clear that the direction in which the climbing takes place must be downward.
(27) According to his story, he had trailed the Mexicans and from a place of concealment had watched them climb a rope ladder into a chasm. He saw them haul up sacks of ore, and water for their horses, which were staked on the rim. In (27), the narrator is located at the top of a chasm, watching the Mexicans move down into it and then carry things up from it. In (28), Master Mace is on a ship, and he is sending Mungo down to a smaller boat. The preposition into does not contribute information about direction in either (27) or (28). In fact, into is found with both downward motion into a ship as in (28) and upward motion into a ship as in (29).
(29) Marian climbed the rope ladder into the ship unaided, and was back on board within 15 minutes of jumping. (www.geocities.com/jckinghorn/ATL/content/56Minnekahda.htm)
Why does the understood direction vary in transitive sentences with climb as the direct object is varied? We propose that this variation follows from properties of the direct object-i.e. the reference object-and in particular, the way in which agents typically interact with this object. In general, a reference object defines a salient path via its inherent nature and the way an agent typically interacts with it, and this determines a default direction in any interaction with this reference object when it is part of the agent's path of motion. Thus, a significant factor in the absence of a downward interpretation for climb the tree is the nature of our interactions with trees. Trees have a prominent vertical dimension: they are perceived as projecting upward from the ground, so they are typically encountered as something to ascend, especially because they might contain fruits or provide a haven from danger. In contrast, cliffs may be encountered either projecting upward or downward from ground level. Evidence for these different perceptions comes from searches of the World Wide Web. Although these numbers are only approximate, with the/a tree, there are over 12 times more climb(ed) up than climb(ed) down in October 2008. With the/a cliff, there are considerably less total examples, with slightly more climb(ed) up.
These distributional observations lead us to expect that if circumstances conspire, downward transitive uses of climb might be attested, and indeed they are, as the examples in (27) and (28) show. Interestingly, examples of downward motion with transitive climb can cooccur with down without seeming contradictory, suggesting that the sense of upward movement in climb(ed) the/a ladder is due to a very strong inference. 10 (30) You climb the ladder down into the crew quarters, and encounter a Protagonist, lying on a cot and brooding.
(kol.coldfront.net/thekolwiki/index.php/Random Lack of an Encounter)
In contrast, there are only a handful of comparable down examples with climb(ed) the/a tree, suggesting that this reference object is interacted with differently.
(31) a.
Once a mother came with three or four of her babies and one was stuck on the roof since it was too afraid to climb the tree down to join the others . . . (artizek.deviantart.com/art/Racoon-39425624?offset=0) b.
We don't know if it was cut to take Glen's body down or if a police officer, homicide detective or investigator climbed the tree or had someone climb the tree down to remove the entire rope.
(http://crimeshots.com/forums/showthread.php?t=6334)
Finally, to further illustrate that the direction of motion does not arise from the verb alone, we cite examples of transitive climb where the understood direction is 'across'. Various web pages explain how to climb monkey bars (or jungle gyms). For example, the web page "How to Climb Monkey Bars" (http://www.ehow.com/how 6575386 climb-monkeybars.html) provides instructions for moving along "a series of bars in a row that are meant to be swung on, going across, under the bars, from one to the other".
Our analysis has the advantage that it is not tailored specifically to the verb climb. Thus, it also explains the behavior of other manner of motion verbs: when they take a reference object as direct object, the direction of motion again depends on the nature of the reference object and how the theme interacts with it. This point is not usually appreciated because a limited set of reference objects is commonly cited, suggesting that there is a single, default direction understood with each verb (e.g., Jackendoff 1985: 277). Thus, hike and ride are said to be associated with motion along a predefined path, as in (32a), while swim is said to be associated with motion across, as in (32b).
(32) a.
hike/ride the Appalachian trail b. swim the Channel But other directions may be understood with these verbs with alternative choices of reference object. Even though (33) and (34) involve the same verb, ride, and the same reference object, the slope, the larger context indicates that the direction is DOWN in (33) and UP in (34)-neither of which is the default 'along' of (32a).
(33) He was descending a hill of a four-lane arterial, on a bicycle equipped with the all-reflector system of nighttime protection that is required by federal regulation, but not using a headlamp. . . . I testified to two accurate ways to determine speed on a slope. The first is plain experimentation. The verb ride differs from climb in that its manner does not so strongly give rise to an understood default direction of motion; most likely, this explains the wider variety of understood directions in its transitive uses.
Finally, the verb scale, which Goldberg (2010:48) suggests lexicalizes both manner and upward direction, just as climb has been said to, shows a downward transitive use with cliff.
(35) A woman escaped with minor injuries after her car plunged over cliffs in East Sussex and landed on a ledge. . . . The vehicle landed almost vertically on the ledge about 100ft down from the top of the cliff with the woman inside. A coastguard team scaled the cliff to reach the woman who was then winched to safety and taken to hospital.
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/southern counties/3691952.stm)
Although the relevant manner is again intended for motion against the pull of gravity over typically vertical surfaces, (35) shows that the motion need not be upward. With this verb, too, direction is not lexicalized in the verb, but inferred in part from context.
The Direction-Only Use of climb
Among the purported direction-only uses of climb, Jackendoff (1985:278, (14d) ) includes The temperature climbed (to 102 degrees). We agree that in this use and comparable uses in (36), the verb indeed lexicalizes direction only.
(36) a. The prices/cost climbed.
b. Despite the new measures, the inflation/unemployment rate climbed.
c. During the recession, the number of foreclosures climbed.
As these examples involve abstract themes, no manner component is possible at all. What is striking is that the themes are all measurable attributes of entities whose values form a scale-in these instances, a set of points representing the possible values of the attribute arranged according to an ordering relation (Kennedy 2001 , Kennedy & McNally 2005 . Since these attributes are scalar-valued, a change in their value can be understood as motion along the scale. Thus, when they are arguments of a verb such as climb, the upward direction associated with climb is understood figuratively, translating into an increase in the value of the relevant attribute along its associated scale. In these uses, then, climb acquires a use that indicates motion in an upward direction (figuratively), but only with a concomitant loss of the manner component, consistent with manner/result complementarity.
In this direction-only use, climb patterns very much like the inherently directed motion verb rise, which may also be used to describe a change in an increasing direction along a scale; see Geuder & Weisberger (2008:33-37) for further discussion of similarities and differences between the two verbs.
(37) The prices/temperature climbed/rose.
We suggest that the existence of the direction-only meaning of climb can be explained in the same general way as the manner-only meaning of cut. 11 Just as in its basic meaning cut encodes a result and has a conventionally determined, but non-lexicalized manner, so climb basically encodes a manner, which brings with it a default direction. Furthermore, just as there is a second meaning for the verb cut in which the conventionalized manner is lexicalized, but only if the result meaning is not, so too with climb, there is a second use in which the default direction is lexicalized, but then the manner meaning is not. Importantly, each meaning of both verbs shows manner/result complementarity, conforming to the lexicalization constraint.
Potential Counterexamples Are Systematic, Even if Sporadic
If some facets of the behavior of cut and climb are a consequence of manner/result complementarity, we expect to find at least some other verbs which pattern like them. That is, we should find some verbs which lexicalize results that are conventionally brought about in a specific manner and hence also have uses which lexicalize only the manner, and also some verbs which lexicalize manners that are conventionally associated with a specific result (or direction) and hence also have uses in which only the result is lexicalized.
We illustrate the existence of such verbs with another verb that patterns like cut: the English verb slice. It too is basically a result verb, and like such verbs, it has a zerorelated result noun. The verb slice differs from cut in that the noun cut names a type of separation in an entity, while the noun slice names a piece of matter that becomes separated with a characteristic result shape. What matters here is that a slice, like a cut, is brought about through a well-defined use of a specialized instrument, though neither the specific instrument, nor the action used in wielding it is lexicalized by the verb. Yet, the verb slice, like cut, can appear in the conative construction. In such uses, the result need not be entailed, and, in fact, in the context in (38) it is impossible to conceive of a slice being created at all.
(38) She . . . was slicing at the tape that held his legs . . .
(books.google.com/books?isbn=0060541075) 11 If climbing is so strongly associated with upward movement, then it might be expected to be associated with upward movement without clambering for animates, just as cut is associated with either a result only or a manner only for the same choice of argument. Although this might be attributable to a lack of conventionalization, there might be other reasons why this has not happened. There could be a blocking effect given the existence of inherently directed motion verbs like rise and ascend, which lexicalize upward motion. It may also be easier for a meaning to shift from result to manner than from manner to result: an entity that ends up in a result state plays a large part in determining the manner in which the state is achieved, but the theme of a motion event does not restrict its final destination to the same extent. Even with the verb climb, although it may be inferred that the theme moves, the actual goal of movement cannot be inferred, especially in the absence of a reference object.
The conative example must be understood as involving an agent using a knife-like instrument in the same way as when slices are cut. Thus, if the action was performed with scissors, then it would be understood as involving a single blade of the scissors used like a knife. Furthermore, the conative would not be used, say, if the agent were using a breadslicing machine, which does not replicate the pattern of actions that a person makes in slicing. Thus, slice behaves like cut, which cannot be found in the conative construction use when the action is carried out by a machine. Thus, in the conative use of slice a manner is lexicalized, but the result drops out. Presumably, the manner use arises because an event of slicing, like an event of cutting, is conventionally associated with a particular manner. 12 Summarizing, slice, like cut, is strongly associated with a conventional manner of bringing about the result it lexicalizes; consequently, it can lexicalize the manner, with the result meaning component dropping out, and appear in the conative construction. That the manner is entailed only when the result component of meaning drops out is strong evidence for the manner/result complementarity hypothesis.
Similarly, if there are manner of motion verbs, which are like climb in that the very nature of the manner they lexicalize gives them a strong conventional association with a particular direction of motion, then they might be expected to show result uses with the manner dropping out. In fact, there are verbs, which like climb, involve manners that facilitate motion either with or against gravity, such as plunge and soar. Again when such verbs are predicated of scalar-valued attributes, they show result meanings, as in The prices plunged/soared.
Concluding Words: The Lesson from the Problematic Verbs
An examination of apparent violations of manner/result complementarity reveals that when a result verb has a conventionally associated activity, the associated activity may get lexicalized in some uses of the verb, but only if the result drops out (as with cut and slice). Likewise, when a manner has a conventionally associated result, the result may be lexicalized in some uses of the verb, but only if the manner component drops out (as with climb, plunge, and soar). Given our definition of lexicalization, which requires lexicalized meaning to be constant across all uses of a verb, such verbs, then, must be polysemous, having both manner and result senses. However, these limited instances of polysemy are motivated, arising from conventional associations in the real world between certain manners and results. Perhaps equally important is recognizing that this deeper understanding of the behavior of these verbs is made possible by carefully distinguishing facets of meaning which are directly attributable to the verb from facets of meaning which are derived from context.
